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Armed only with turntables, a mixer and a pile of records, hip-hop DJs and turntable musicians have changed the face of
music. However, whilst hip-hop has long been recognised as an influential popular culture both culturally and
sociologically, hip-hop music is rarely taken seriously as an artistic genre. Hip-Hop Turntablism, Creativity and
Collaboration values hip-hop music as worthy of musicological attention and offers a new approach to its study, focusing
on the music itself and providing a new framework to examine not only the musical product, but also the creative process
through which it was created. Based on ten years of research among turntablist communities, this is the first book to
explore the creative and collaborative processes of groups of DJs working together as hip-hop turntable teams. Focusing
on a variety of subjects - from the history of turntable experimentation and the development of innovative sound
manipulation techniques, to turntable team formation, collective creation and an analysis of team routines - Sophy Smith
examines how turntable teams have developed new ways of composing music, and defines characteristics of team
routines in both the process and the final artistic product. Relevant to anyone interested in turntable music or innovative
music generally, this book also includes a new turntable notation system and methodology for the analysis of turntable
compositions, covering aspects such as material, manipulation techniques and structure as well as the roles of individual
musicians.
European authors bring travelers the hidden highlights others miss, including the best values across the continent and
insights into Europe's cultural, political, and contemporary life. of color photos. 103 maps.
Lisbon's gentle pace and almost provincial feeling belie its position as one of Europe's most cosmopolitan cities. The
'Rough Guide' opens this startling and eccentric cityscape to the reader, showing the traditional life of the city's historic
neighbourhoods, and reviews the latest bars and night-spots. It also gives information on the nearby beaches of Cascais
and the Sintra coastline, amongst the finest in Portugal. Also included are full accommodation and restaurant listings for
every pocket; tips on bargain markets and budget eateries and reviews of luxury hotels and meals worth splashing out
on.
This guide reviews some 350 recommended eating houses from Wimbledon to Wembley and Brixton to Brick Lane. It
includes some very cheap places and some potentially very expensive establishments, but the rule for inclusion is that it
must be possible to eat at every restaurant for under 35 pounds a head. Restaurants are grouped by area and should
suit all budgets and tastes - cuisines include French, Indian, Chinese, British, Caribbean, Polish and Ethiopian. The book
contains three indexes: A-Z by name, cuisine type and mood to help readers make the right decision.
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Described by Harpers & Queen as "a chic insider's guide for sophisticated travellers," these sleek, black city guides are
aimed at the more discerning traveller looking to sidestep the usual tourist traps and penetrate the skin of each city.The
Hedonist's Guide To series offers a definitive view of the finest restaurants, the most stylish hotels, the chicest bars, the
best shopping, the most luxurious spas and the cultural highlights in each city. Individually tried and tested, everybar,
restaurant, hotel, cafe and nightclub is accompanied by a photograph.
In this volume, contributors employ sociological and public health perspectives to offer insights into behaviours common
at raves and nightclubs. The volume provides theoretical observations on illicit club drug use and supply, helping to
challenge current orthodoxies on the role of drug use within young peoples' lives. Drawing material from the USA, UK
and Hong Kong, the volume allows the demystification of stereotypical presentations surrounding young people who
attend clubs and/or use club drugs. This work provides a badly needed and objective analysis of youthful drug use, and a
foundation from which future sociological and public studies on young people, clubs and drugs - as well as young people
themselves - will benefit.
Booklist Top of the List Reference Source The heir and successor to Eric Partridge's brilliant magnum opus, The
Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English, this two-volume New Partridge Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional
English is the definitive record of post WWII slang. Containing over 60,000 entries, this new edition of the authoritative
work on slang details the slang and unconventional English of the English-speaking world since 1945, and through the
first decade of the new millennium, with the same thorough, intense, and lively scholarship that characterized Partridge's
own work. Unique, exciting and, at times, hilariously shocking, key features include: unprecedented coverage of World
English, with equal prominence given to American and British English slang, and entries included from Australia, New
Zealand, Canada, India, South Africa, Ireland, and the Caribbean emphasis on post-World War II slang and
unconventional English published sources given for each entry, often including an early or significant example of the
term’s use in print. hundreds of thousands of citations from popular literature, newspapers, magazines, movies, and
songs illustrating usage of the headwords dating information for each headword in the tradition of Partridge, commentary
on the term’s origins and meaning New to this edition: A new preface noting slang trends of the last five years Over
1,000 new entries from the US, UK and Australia New terms from the language of social networking Many entries now
revised to include new dating, new citations from written sources and new glosses The New Partridge Dictionary of Slang
and Unconventional English is a spectacular resource infused with humour and learning – it’s rude, it’s delightful, and
it’s a prize for anyone with a love of language.
Provides a region-by-region guide to Spain including information on accommodations, shopping, and points of interest
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This pocket guide to Ibiza and Formentera provides coverage of all the sights from historic Dalt Vila in Ibiza Town to isolated cove
beaches. It includes an insider's guide to the clubs and music scene, as well as critical listings of the best places to eat, drink and
sleep. Away from the nightlife, there are details of coastal walks and forest hills and complete historical and cultural background to
both islands.
This book provides a complete list of all the entries on New Zealand's music charts: including 8,100+ singles (since 1966), 6,100+
albums and 1,000+ compilation albums (since 1975), and approximately 200 DVDs since 2004.
From Mantua's Pallazo Ducale to the precipitous coves of the Tyrrhenian coast, this book guides the independent-minded traveler
through one of the most adored countries in the world. of color photos. 82 maps.
Singapore's best homegrown car magazine, with an editorial dream team driving it. We fuel the need for speed!
Looking at the past, present and future of adventure tourism, Adventure Tourism: the new frontier examines the product, the
adventure tourist profile, and issues such as supply, geography and sustainability. International case studies are used to illustrate
these issues, including: Gorilla watching holidays,Trekking on Mount Everest, Diving holidays, and Outward Bound packages.
Analysis of the development and nature of adventure tourism accompanies these studies, ensuring that the title is useful both for
undergraduate and postgraduate students of tourism and for professionals involved in managing adventure tourism enterprises.
There is also a companion website with additional cases, which can be found at www.bh/com/companions/0750651865. *
International case studies, including wilderness tourism in Siberia, rock-climbing based tourism in Spain and mountain tourism in
Greece * Unique treatment of the subject * A respected team of authors
A guide to Madrid with insider's reviews of everything from leading tourist attractions, such as the Prado, Reina Sofia and Thyssen
museums, to lesser known sights. Includes full and detailed critical listings for accommodation, restaurants, tapas bars, etc. Text
boxes give background information on contemporary Madrid life, cultural idiosyncrasies and local tips. Detailed maps are fully
cross-referenced with listings to pinpoint each location. A chapter also covers daytrips from Madrid to historic towns and sights,
including Toledo, with its majestic Cathedral and the faded grandeur of Segovia.
A guide for music: compositions, events, forms, genres, groups, history, industry, instruments, language, live music, musicians, songs,
musicology, techniques, terminology , theory, music video. Music is a human activity which involves structured and audible sounds, which is
used for artistic or aesthetic, entertainment, or ceremonial purposes. The traditional or classical European aspects of music often listed are
those elements given primacy in European-influenced classical music: melody, harmony, rhythm, tone color/timbre, and form. A more
comprehensive list is given by stating the aspects of sound: pitch, timbre, loudness, and duration. Common terms used to discuss particular
pieces include melody, which is a succession of notes heard as some sort of unit; chord, which is a simultaneity of notes heard as some sort
of unit; chord progression, which is a succession of chords (simultaneity succession); harmony, which is the relationship between two or more
pitches; counterpoint, which is the simultaneity and organization of different melodies; and rhythm, which is the organization of the durational
aspects of music.
The Mini Rough Guide to London is the ultimate pocket guide to one of the world's most exhillarating cities. There are concise accounts of
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every major attraction, from Trafalgar Square and the great museums, right out to Greenwich, Kew and even Windsor. Comprehensive maps
allow for quick reference and include locations of museums, galleries, churches and other attractions.
This publication was created in tandem with the Vardy Gallery exhibition, 'Songs & Routines', and offers a critical assessment of performance
artist Paul Rooney's practice through nine of his recent sound works including 'Warm Up', 'The Street is Quiet', 'Lyrical Ballads', and 'Tony's a
Winner'.
The most complete guide to every artist and album that has ever charted in the UK Album chart, with details on over 14,800 albums and
biographies on every one of the 3,180 acts that have appeared since the chart first started in 1958. From a Top Ten in 1958, the album chart
has grown in both size and stature over the years. Increased to a Top Twenty in 1960, the chart grew to a Top 30 by 1966, a Top 40 later that
year, a Top 50 in 1971, a Top 75 in 1978 and a Top 100 in 1981. By 1989, when compilation albums and soundtracks were a major factor in
the chart, a decision was taken to produce two charts; a Top 75 artist chart and a Top 20 compilation chart. Every single entry on all these
charts is included in Collins Complete UK Hit Albums. 3,180 acts have registered just over 11,300 hit albums; also listed are the
approximately 3,500 soundtracks and compilation albums that have also hit the charts. Hit Singles: a brief biography of each of the 3,180 or
so artists who have had hit albums, details of BPI awards, Platinum Europe awards and RIAA Diamond awards and details of BRIT, Grammy
awards and US Number Ones. Just as with the single chart, the album chart is not without its peculiarities and so you will learn of the album
that took nearly four years to hit the number one spot, the album by Sigur Ros that had no title as opposed to that by Fiona Apple which
registered the longest title (all 89 words), the artists whose chart career consists of a single week at position 100 as opposed to Fleetwood
Mac's Rumours which has spent 477 weeks on the chart, including one week at number one.
The annual bible of pop is back with the most comprehensive edition yet combining British hit singles and British hit albums in one volume.
The UK's oldest and biggest-selling music annual contains all 39,000 hit singles and albums from more than 50 years of the charts. All this
plus act biographies, a song title index and more than 50 illustrated features make it the perfect book for pop quizzers, record collectors, DJs,
downloaders and music fans of all ages.
The cyber savvy authors highlight 1,200 top travel Web sites selected and reviewed by travel experts. Includes Web sites from every country
on health, entertainment, equipment, finance, safety, and more, plus how-to articles on making the most of the Web. The handy pocket size
makes it ideal for traveling.
Sound Tracks traces the ways in which music has informed complex globalisations, the role of companies and technology in diffusion,
innovation and commercialism and the wider significance of cultural industries. It links migration and mobility to new musical practices,
whether in 'developing' countries or metropolitan centres, and traces the recent rise of 'music tourism'. It examines issues of authenticity and
credibility, and the quest for roots within different musical genres, from buskers to brass bands, and from rap to rai. Sound Tracks
emphasises music's contributions to the contradictions, illusions and celebrations of contemporary life. It situates music and the music
industry within spatial theories of globalisation and local change: fixity and fluidity entangled.

Containing 27,000 entries and over 6,000 new entries, the online edition of the Encyclopedia of Popular Music includes 50% more
material than the Third Edition. Featuring a broad musical scope covering popular music of all genres and periods from 1900 to the
present day, including jazz, country, folk, rap, reggae, techno, musicals, and world music, the Encyclopedia also offers thousands
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of additional entries covering popular music genres, trends, styles, record labels, venues, and music festivals. Key dates,
biographies, and further reading are provided for artists covered, along with complete discographies that include record labels,
release dates, and a 5-star album rating system.
From cosmopolitan Paris to the sunny Cote d'Azur, from historical Normandy to the rocky Pyrenes, this new edition updates the
best of towns, attractions, and landscapes of every region. 100 maps. of color photos.
The Sexual Offences Act will be a significant and far-reaching piece of legislation which codifies and revises the existing legislation
relating to sexual activities. A considerable number of new crimes will be introduced or redefined, along with the criminalization of
certain types of conduct not previously covered by legislation. This book provides a full, clear analysis of the Act, and covers in
detail issues such as rape, child sexual abuse, adults with mental disorders and learning disabilities, sex offenders, and recent
developments in the law of evidence. Includes a full copy of the Act.
An honest, illustrated, detailed guide to the quintessential American city. Full coverage of all the neighbourhoods, including the
downtown Loop and its prominent skyline, and ethnic enclaves like Greektown and Pilsen, plu ssighs from the Art Institute of
Chicago to the shops on Michigan Avenue and all the Frank Lloyd Wright houses in Oak Park. Listings of restaurants, nightlife and
accomodation cater for all budgets and include places to hear the Chicago Blues and engage in local pastimes such as rooting for
the doomed Cubs baseball team. Tours and excursions to the North Shore are also listed.
This definitive insiders' handbook to London covers all the sights from the old favorites to new wonders such as the London Eye
and Tate Modern Gallery at Bankside. Includes additions to listings for clubs, shopping, dining, and performing arts. 35 maps.
color maps.
A revered Apache spiritual and military leader and a recurring figure in pop culture lore, Geronimo was a key figure during the
settlement of the American Southwest. He led one of the last major independent Indian uprisings and personified the struggle of
Native Americans during westward expansion. Geronimo: A Biography explores the life of this legendary leader, a man who has
become an icon of the courageous—and doomed—struggle of the Native Americans. This biography follows Geronimo's life from his
traditional Apache upbringing to his final days as a celebrity prisoner of war. It discusses the historical and social forces at work
during the period, including Native American traditions and lifeways. It also shows how Geronimo's surrender in 1886 marked the
end of the traditional Native American way of life. No longer free to roam the lands of their forefathers, Indians faced a future of
captivity and a struggle to maintain their identity and traditions.
Compiles career biographies of over 1,200 artists and rock music reviews written by fans covering every phase of rock from R&B
through punk and rap
The exhaustive price guide covers all cards issued from 1948 to the present, featuring a glossary of terms, illustrated entries, an
inventory checklist, more than 290,000 prices for individual cards and sets in various grading categories, and helpful tips on
buying, selling, and collecting cards. Original. 50,000 first printing.
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A reference guide to world literature in English includes information on writers, works, genres, and movements.
No matter what your budget or whether it's your first trip or fifteenth, Fodor's Gold Guides get you where you want to go. In this
completely up-to-date guide our experts who live in London give you the inside track, showing you all the things to see and do -from must-see sights to off-the-beaten-path adventures, from shopping to outdoor fun. Fodor's London 2003 shows you hundreds
of hotel and restaurant choices in all price ranges -- from budget-friendly B&Bs to luxury hotels, from casual eateries to the hottest
new restaurants, complete with thorough reviews showing what makes each place special. The Smart Travel Tips A to Z section
helps you take care of the nitty gritty with essential local contacts and great advice -- from how to take your mountain bike with you
to what to do in an emergency. Plus, web links and mix-and-match itineraries make planning a snap.
Includes a description of each pub, a location map, and a list of beers found along with the date of the author's visit. This guide
also contains colour photographs, contact details, articles related to real ale and football and comments from the regulars of the
pub, and a cultural guide to each town.
Clubbers Guide 2003Clubbers Guide 2003CLUBBERS Guide Summer 2003Complete UK Hit Albums, 1956-2005Harper Uk
`The definitive guide to Scottish websites.` Scotland`s New Homebuyer This comprehensive and easy-to-use directory provides a
one-stop guide to essential addresses on the Internet from a Scottish perspective. The Scottish Web Directory, offers a selection
of over 10,000 official sites, top 'household names' and sites of interest to Scottish families, business users, and anyone interested
in Scotland Conveniently classified by category, the directory enables both begineers and experienced users alike to find elusive
web addresses with ease, saving hours of fruitless searching and surfing on the Internet. Categories include: Arts & Entertainment
Business Children Education, Training & Research Food & Drink Government Hobbies & Leisure Living Museums, Libraries &
Information Personal Finance Shopping Sport Technology Travel
Footprint Caribbean Islands Handbook" is fully updated with the best information on almost every island in the Caribbean. The
individual flavors of each island are captured along with practical advice and accessible recommendations, and this edition
contains a double-page, full-color front map illustrating the highlights of the countries. Over 120 island and town maps.
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